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HENRI MATISSE : A RETROSPECTIVE
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An oasis can be surrounded by turbulences
which sonretinres shape inro hirmonious
waves. Windstornls nlay blow the sands of
the desert (or churn the waters of the sea) into
waves which interGre with each other as wild
curvatures rapidly push each other forward.
But sand and water can sometimes settle
down for the iong durations when the waves
of sand or water may have differences, but
often the differences are the same unchanging
differences, and rather uninformative.

A nomad moving either through stormy
turbulences or through lack of significant dif-
ferentiations, might find a middle way at a
hotel on an oasis. A man who paints paint-
ings, which are hung on wa11s, might stay
temporarily in a hotel, and as a guest, night
ride horseback, take a sail, or hire a model in
order to paint a painting. Henri Matisse rode
horses, sailed sailboats, hired models, arranged
mirrors, tacked pictures on walls, and painted
paintings. He enjoyed activities in which he
adjusted his perspectives while logking for-
ward, and sometimes while moving from side
to side, as in moving along an arabesque,
when perspectives change without ioss of an
approximate continuiry.

An oasis, and some islands, some pastoral
Arcadias, have been as though outside a natu-
ralistic and deterministic sequence of cause

and e{Iect. They have sheltered from both
randomness and determinism. In a place like
a hotel room in Nice, or Tahiti, a person can
convalesce from the sickness of the times such
as one reads about in the daily newspaper.
Neither oasis nor hotel room, horseback or
sailboat, hired model or ornamental decora-
tions on a wai1, requires a permanent com-
mitm ent.

One seeks harbor, oasis, or hotel to avoid
turbulence. Without u'alls. one is too open to
turmoil, as of an open system with too few
boundaries and with changes which are too
fast to be used as signs of life: the dangers of
systemlessness and disintegration of a whole
which requires some boundaries. With walk,
one is closed to freedom of movement, as in a
closed system which suffers entropy and runs
down. On one hand, a wild centrifugal force
accelerating too rapidly, straining the bonds;
and on the other hand, a seltexhausting cen-
tripetal force which paralyzes itself "LiG"-
as that is recommended as the "good life" or
as having a "good 1ims"-6n12i15 setting one's
own pace for change consistent with harmo-
nious growth, and the growth of harmonies.
"LiG," to Henri Matisse, is liG-waves.

A grid-as on a map of a desert, or a chart
of the sea-is geometrically regular, and
unchanging in abstract relations among units

which are equa1, indifferent, and identical, at
least when far. Concrete physical waves
don't fit flat upon the grid, and deserts and
seas, sand and water, are not flat but war,ry,
three-dimensional surfaces. Put melons on a
flat grid-a sheer surface-to see what hap-
pens to the geometric regulariry of flat sur-
faces under pressure of living growth. 'W'aves

will undulate, rhizomes wili spread beyond
their allotted piots, and melons will rumple a

C.id.
For a man to paint his self-portrait in a

sailor's shirt (Self-Portfait, 1906), on rectangu-
lar canvas, is to think about sailing waves of
seas which are charted, or waves of sand
which are mapped, and to be open to waves
of music and to any waves which to-and-fro
between a person and an object of desire.
Curving stripes on a shirt are like waves in the
water which gently urge each othet along.
Even a beard can keep a face from changing
too quickly from day to day, the way the
newspaper changes unless it is spread in a stu-
dio to preserve the floor. In this early self-
portrait, the painter doesn't seem to be going
any'lvhere besides for a tum in a sailboat. The
waves of the artist are outside on his shirt, and
perhaps sti1l enclosed within. He does not
himself body forth waves yet.

Matisse, hereinafter M., paints his son, or a
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Catalan fisherman, x The Young Sailor 1,7906,
lvith a hint of checkerboard stocking, and
with drips of paint. Grids tend to immobility,
while drips move down a surface, and so call
attention to the suface as a surface, hence to
the painting as paint upon a cloth surface
which doesn't have much material mass. The
boy looks petulant, as though he would like
to move someplace else, psing such freedom
of passage as the sailor-suit proposes, but
which his pose denies. His petulance looks
like a self-immobilizing fixity of emotion, yet
one eyebrow suggests a wave as a clue to the
imagery in his imagination. Scarcely ever
again will M..paint a face in a fixed expression
which suggests inner emotions as though
emerging from an extensive continuum hid-
den in some depths.

M. returns to the boy latec The Young
Sailor II, 1906. Here the checkerboard grid
on the stocking is flattened, and tilted, not
quite yielding to. the cures of the leg. But
here waves of movement undulate across the
sailor-boy's face, and so set his surface in
motion. Rather than the selFparalyzing petu-
lance of The Young Sailor I, the face and_ body
are visually self-activating as he sets himself in
motion while setded upon a chair. M. thinks
with waves and grids which are to be recon-
ciled, as a grid printed on the surface of a flat
balloon would expand and curve as the bal-
loon was blown up and seemed to grow in
three dimensions. If the lad moves forward in
those stockings, he will move the grid for-
ward through changing perspectives, yet with
no loss ofits abstract and fixed relations.

His face, in this second painting, is not a
surface above inner depths. Like a sailor on
the surface in a boat which is sheer surface
and as little mass as possible, the pictured
image floats above the surface of paint which
buoys it up. Here the boy doesn't need to go
elsewhere upon waves, for the waves are visi-
ble on the surface ofhis face.

Nomads and sailors move forward, at vtt',-
ous paces, with various relations to turbulence
and block. Turbulence, which can move too
quickly and irregularly and destructively, can
disintegrate wholes into disordered parts, with
loss of information. Block, which can resist
momentum, can immobilize. For M., any-
thing that opposes his will to move forward at
his own pace must be resisted and overcome.
He can work his will freely neither within
roiling turmoil nor against an immovable
wall. He feels turbulence as a chaotic force
which pushes him from behind so rapidly that
he can slam into a wall in front of him.
Behind him, in the background too much
turbulent motion, and ahead of him, at the
edge of a wall, too much motionlessness.

eil e+e*a+arl917 18, €cll*tieo st"tens M',".u-
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Both coiling spirals and barricading walls are
felt as mass, as massive interference with his
self-expression as the invention ofsigns oflife.
For him, in a life of signs, to move forward, as

in growing, is a sign of life, and he uses such
movement to convey to people how they
should themselves show signs of life. An
arabesque is an imperative, like "You must
change your torso."

When Nazi forces are massed against
France, M. goes with passport and visa to take
passage to Rio de Janeiro: "'When I saw
everlthing in such a mess I had them reim-
burse my ticket." "Mess" blocks his passage;
mess is as much mass-undifferentiable
forces-as stolidity is. He retums to Nice in
order to paint lessons in how to overcome
total or totalitarian systems which are massed
against France, who is sleeping and dreaming.

For M., an aesthetic illusion of light in a
painting, within a rectangle, can force mass to
recede. The evidence is that a painting has
the power to render the material wali sub-
sidiary to an immaterial aesthetic illusion.
The aesthetic illusion exists in relation to mass
the way his sincerity, tnrth, and love eist in
relation to massive physical and material den-
sities. Because his values exist the way an aes-
thetic illusion exists, when the picture plane is
the focal plane of his belief and faith in those
values, he credits artistic illusions with power
which exists the way the power of meaning
or value exists. His values and his meanings
are to hold against turbulences and to advance
against blockades. He finds that a friend is
sick and he has just the cure: "He left the
room and returned with several of his works,
a hammer and some nails. In an instant the
nails were in the wall, the pictures hung.
Matisse gathered the folds of his cape around
his shoulden. 'I'm ofll' he said" (fack Flam,
Matisse on Arf.85. Hereinafter Flam I).

Manhattan at night, when the energy of
light is a counterforce to mass. The massive
blocks of buildings are not reflected as sharp-
focus images in the water beneath the surface,
as though in inner depths, when M. sails in.
The lights are experienced as deflections of
the shadowed suface where the circumambi-
ent lights play over the waves. "The first time
that I saw America, I mean New York, at 7
o'clock in the evening, this gold and black
block in the night, reflected in the water, I
was in complete ecstacy. Someone near me
on the boat said: 'Ir's a spangled dress,' which
helped me to arrive at my own image" (Flam
l: 62). A dress has two sides-two surfaces,
inside and outside-but not much mass.
'Worn while walking or dancing, it undulates,
and any pattern curves and fluctuates, eflcour.
aging other curves to move along. M.'s own
image of New York at night is that it looks
like a nugget-which could be material
mass-but it looks hke a gold nugget, so that
the material mass of Manhattan is manifest as

gold lights effervescing on the surface of rhe
water.

M., youthful and poor, buys a painting by
Paul C6zanne to hang upon a literal closed
wall, which is one with any metaphorical wall
as the dead-end of his emotional reach. A
painting by C6zanne annihilates the massive
wall which blocks his rapport, alrd hts will to
rapport. With the C6zanne, he divides what
he sees in front of him between the mass of
material wall, and the aesthetic illusion with
no mass. Thus he effective\ annihilates the
wall which would close his feelings and
thoughts in cubic volume. When he says that
C6zarne is the "god" of painting, by "god"
he means a power which has divided labor,
and power, with omnipotence, or with a
totalitarian power (see Hans Blumenberg, The
Work o[ Myth).

A totaliry is an impenetrable mass which
M. cannot thinl his way through unless with
the improbable power of aesthetic illusions of
light. He thinks his way forward, in a con-
frontation with mass, by using the effects of
light on mass, like the effects of light on oil
paint on canvas, and ofthe canvas on the wall.
In a letter to Pierre Bonnard, he defines light
as spiritual space.

M. portrays himselfl, sitting down, in Sef
Potrait, 7978. His hand pushes a brush for-
ward toward the canvas which will recede as

the physical surface becomes visually sub-
sidiary to the image and the spatial illusion.
The wall behind him is indefinite, and where
two walls might close on each other in a cor-
ner, one sees physical paint used to construct
an image of his face. together withanarming \r'o)
.e6a bowl and pitcher, curved vessels. So one
looks at a surface of paint on a painting,
which seems appropriate, since one is indeed
looking at a suface ofpaint on this painting.
The raw materiality of gobs of paint on the
palette is an ikon. 'What looks like paint is
manifestly paint in physical existence and in
the pictured rma.ge: both. An ikon both mani-
Fests and represents. The paint on che pa'lette
manifests itself as physical mass, which it is,
but the physical mass is subsumed in the aes-
thetic illusion when one looks toward the
whole image.

The way a person in a painting holds
something in a hand is a metaphor for the
way beliefs are held. Holding a paintbrush
and palette is like holding be1ie6, which are
worth holding, in painting. M. shows himself
holding, in direct touch, a palette, with a mess
of paint. His impudent thumb sticks through
the hole. In the other hand he holds the
brush with which he manifests the belief that
he holds-his belief that he can, moving his
horizontal arm forward, in a comfortable tor-
sion, with a biush-load of paint moved in a

curve from palette to fiat surface of canvas,
construct an illusion which dematerializes
materials. Since he is painting the painting
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which is supposed to do this, his spectator can
confirm the effect. This painting of himself
painting his relations to obstacles to his will
like several days of rain-a continuous pdll of
rain-is his apologia for his life and art: a mani-
Gsto. He settles on a chair in a hotel room,
torso upright, and lets paints both appear and
disappear in an illusion. Waves arabesque in a
pitcher, along a thumb, and in the cut of his
suit, as the surface of the fabric rolls over into
the lapels: both pitcher and suit, all surface,
little volume, just like a painting of a pitcher,
or a painting ofa painter such as one is look-
ing at. One cannot tell much about the tin're
of day in this painting, in which the light lacks
direction.

One can look at a clock-face and see the
hands as they are used to point with at a point
in time, but not in paintings by M., who
twice shows clocks without hands, and twice
disdains nletronomes. The time of the aes-
thetic illusion is not before and after. as in the
straight-1ine chronological history ofart, or in
the circular line of a clock face. M., con-
fronted with any linear time, turns toward
waves and toward arabesques. He sees the
linear chronology of the history of art, and
scallops back along it, pausing at-C6zanne, at
Courbet, and, for a long duration, at late
medieval Sienna.

When he gives the painting by C6zanne to
the City of Paris, he writes: "In the thirty-
seven years I have owned this canvas, I have
conle to know it quite well, I hope, though

not entirely; it has sustained me morally in the
critical moments of my venture as an artist; I
have drawn from it my faith and my persever-
ance...Seen at a distance it is impossible to
appreciate the sweep of its lines and the
exceptional sobriery of its relationships" (Flam
I: 4). Or: "...1a sobieti exrcptionelle de ses rup-
ports."

M. is able to return to this painting, /arer,
for more. The painting is a self-perpetuating
aesthetic illusion preserved by the intentions
which it preserves. As M. moves forward he
returns to rhc same painting as in returning.
within a pattern on a fabric, to roughly the
same motif he has seen earlier. The persever-
ance ofthe aesthetic illusion, as ofa pattern, is
a proof for M. of a structure in events and of
his relations with that structure. His self-
involvement .cou1d easily be solipsism in
which he would be alone with himself, pro-
jecting images through a hiatus into nothing-
ness. Images projected by a solipsist do not
meet and overcome mass; they encounter no
resistance, and yet exhaust themselves. M.
returns to the image painted by C6zanne, and
because he sees nore in the image looking at it
later, the image has an objectivity, and he is
relieved of another problem of mass-himself
as spiralling into himself toward an inert
point. He is so absorbed in self that he is in
danger of not being able to move forward
among objectivities. Fortunately for him, his
reflections on himself require grounding in
objectivities so that he is not only wonderful,

Henri Matisse, costume for a Mandarin: robe lor the ballet k Chant du Rossignol,
rvool, cotton, metallic thread, paint, 1 920. Collection Australian National Gallery

but real.
Again and again, from fresh perspectives,

M. proves that paintings are not evanescent
subjective illusions: "The painter doesn't see
everything that he has put in his paintings. It
is other people who 6nd these treasures in it,
one by one. and the richer a painting is in
surprises of this sort, in treasures, the greater
its author" (Flam I: 65). The treasures for M.
are the signs which should be signs of life, and
which can be signs of life only if they change
as life changes, slowly yet markedly. If they
slow1y yield more meanings, and sti11 more,
later, then they have an objective existence.
Examples of signs: sailboat, pineapple, turtle,
snail, hotel room, violin, and undulations.

M. is ar,vare that he may project Gelings of
rapport onto models who are paid to sit for
him. He questions the sinceriry of his 1ove.
F{e requires demonstrations, empirical proofs,
that he is not merely projecring upon a screen
and bouncing his Gelings back to himself He
wants actual to-and-fro berween two peopie
facing each other, each of whom might be a
wa11. The evidence M. needs he gathers
when he receives back more fiom a woman
than he could have projected upon her. The
person-hired model or someone sitting for a
portrait-returns to him more than he could
have given, as though he gives grain and
receives back bread.

Another proof of objectivity is that he
cannot take credit for some of the passages in
his paintings. "God" is the power which
shows him'more than he knows, who leads
him through impasse into sutpass. lnJazz, M.
writes: "Do I believe in God? Yes, when I
work. When I am submissive and modest, I
sense myself helped immensely by someone
who makes me do things by which I surpass
myself Still, I feel no gratitude towxd Him
because it is as if I were watching a conjurer
whose tricks I cannot see through. I then find
myself thwarted of the profit of the experi-
ence that should be the reward for my effort.
I am ungrateful without remorse."

As M. produces his illusions, he lets the
viewer quite 1iteral1y seb through some
"tricks," as one sees pentimenti, visions and
revisions, until one can imagine that one can
see how the e{ltcts are produced. While the
pentimenti are sometimes another level of
trick, playing with disappearances and appear-
ances, M.'s truth depends on not concealing
the means of production of images. Look at
the selflportrait: he has hidden nothing inside
the suit of clothes. Everything one needs to
know is on the sudace. If God performs mir-
acles, which is to provide an improbable pos-
sibility which opens a passage through an
impasse, and yet conceals the means of pro-
duction of the.possibiliry, then God is a con-
jurer, a magician, and not a teacher of paint-
irg.

M.'s thoughts about God have a way of
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proving the power of paint and illusion
against wa1ls. He said to Louis Aragon:
"Perhaps, after all, without knowing it, I
believe in a life to come, in some paradise
where I shall paint frescoes..." (Fiam I: 171).
A ftesco has the power to open up a closed
wall and with an aesthetic illusion to demon-
strate the power ofpaint, and ofpainter, over
massive force or forceful n:rass.

When M. thinks about God and Heaven,
he does what he usually does in relation to
any force which might block his wili. He
thinks about divisions of labor and power
with any Power which might wall in his will.
But he is also making his point about the
power of illusions to change the shape of
events: "...the artist or the poet possesses an
interior light which transforms objects to
make a new rlorld of rhem-sensitivc. orga-
nized, a living world which is in itself an
infallible sign of the Divinity, a reflection of
Divinity."

A reJlection of Divinity tel1s the story: a
reflection may not have mass, but it has emo-
tional force or power, and so divides power
with omnipotence. Many points are at work
in M.'s thinking. (1) He wants to bring any
God out of impassiviry and into relation with
himself (2) The centrai problem of M.'s life
is resistance to massive forces which turn like
millwheels in repetitive grinding down of
whole structures. FIis self-rotation and self-
involvernent is such a nrill-wheei. He so
absorbs hinrself, so coils into hinrsel{, that he
comes up against the wa11ed sef as a blockade.
What he must do, as he dissolves the mass
which opposes him, is also to dissolve the
mass of self which is an obstruction to his free
movements. Even as he tries to bring God
into relationships, he tries to transform hin-rse1f
out of massive self-centered indulgence into a

rrlan in rappoft with people, objects, and art.
He requires other actual objective people to
prove that he rs not a muddled unthinkable
mass of self-indulgences. In a seliportrait he
attenlpts to give himself up to interrelation-
ships within the painting-the illusion of
wholeness which emerges from immaterial
relations among nlaterial parts. He shorvs
himself alone. and looking in a ntirror on a

rainy day-shut inside, but not walled in. If
one follows the direction not of the inrpudent
thumb and phallic brush in one hand, but of
the brush in his other hand, he can be seen to
be painting beyond the edge of this canvas.
By in'raginative implication his brush touches
the imaginary canvas, but actually the brush is
pointing to the wall which begins at the edge
of the physical canvas, where the aesthetic
illusions stops. The brush actually points to
the wall of tl.re room in which one is looking
at this painting. But what has happened to
that literal wall?

The solution to the problem of M.'s self as

a clored systcrn is to achieve rapport a5 mutu-

Hcnri Matisse, Self Pottrait, 25 '." x 21 ," oil on canvas, 191 8. Collection Mus6e Matisse, Le Cateau Carrbr6sis

ally enhancing exchange. His pnde requires
that he be objectively wondedul, and to have
proof Where can he find objectivity to free
him fronr the emptiness of mere projections?
He finds the proof not in substantive material-
iry, but in immaterial relations with others in
which he gives more than he knows how to
give when he looks into himself, and he
receives back more than he can have project-
ed onto the other as onto a screen.

In an automobile, one can see through the
windscreen. He early buys a car although he
has an aversion to mechanizations of time,
and to high speeds. A car is an apt image of a
mass which can be accelerated with a measur-
able force-but of course not by him, but by
the chauffeur. After painting a scene from the

Henri Matisse, The Red Studio.71 *" x 72 !" oil on

canvas. 1911. Collection The Museum of Modern Art
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backseat of a car, Route de Villacoublay, 7917,
and n-rany scenes ofbarges tied up in the har-
bor of Marseilles, or schooners in port with
no mainmast-sails raised (but a few flags fly-
ing, so wind is up), he paints from a sitting
position in the backseat of the car, which of
course is not under-way: Antibes, paysage uu de

I'interieur t|'une automoLrile, !925. The car is

like an oasis for him. But an oasis has no
walls, and utter wal1-lessness could let in tur-
bulence. One must do something about those
walls. M. returns with an unfinished painting
to his studio in a residential hotel in a city
where nrany people vacation, but in which he
stays. The painting is to be not a window
opening a hole in the wall-he has plenty of
windows-but a force between him and the
wall.

Let a parked car be a sign of M.'s wariness
of nrechanizations and of rapid rnovements,
but allow for a turn as in his attitude to the
airplane. He is not interested in saving time
by getting somewhere quickly. His time is
his, not a gift irom God, and he will do with
it as he pleases. The point of an airplane in
the education of an artist is not speed but
unfamiliar perspectives: "A simple voyage by
plane fronr London to Paris gives us a revela-
tion of rhe world which our inragination can-
not anticipate. At the same time that the feel-
ing ofour new situation delights us, it confus-
es us with the memory of the cares and
annoyances with which we let ourselves be
troubled on that same earth which we catch
sight of below us as we cross over holes in the
plain of clouds that we are overlooking from
an enchanted world which was there al1 the
time....Shouldn't one have young people,
who have finished their studies, make a long
journey by plane" (Flam I: 111-114.

The "cares," and "annoyances" in that
passage-the ltlesses-are obstacles to think-
ing one's way through an it'upasse. An
impasse-that which thwarts one's freedom of
passage-is like an unthinkable ruassive block
of necessiry which prevents one from playing
over the alternative possibilities. One plays
with possible alternatives in playing the to-
and-fro of checkers, of playing the piano, or
the play of color on the surface of the water,
or the play of light on a rttassive building.
And on the streets beside massive buildines,
mess, turmoil, and the accident and contin-
gehcy and randomness which he has walled
out. Too litde wa1l exposes him to random-
ness, to the horror in the intersections or co1-
lisions among events which coincide mean-
inglessly at different velocities. Too n-ruch
wa1l defeats his purposes and srfmies his will
to move in rapport with other people. The
wall rs such deGat, and defeat is such a wall.
He resists too much wall by placing some-
thing like a wall between himself and raw
wa1lness, but something with two available
sides, no interior depth, .and not much cubic

Henri Matisse, Tl* Painter's Family,

56'i" * 6'4''-" oil on canvas, 1911.

Collectior The Hermitage Museum, St. Peterburg.

volume: a rug or exotic fabric hung on a

portable frame, with two sides showing, so
that it can be seen to have no mass; a decora-
tive Moorish screen which is tiled with a grid,
and which has two surfaces, back-to-back,
and no depths or blocky cubic volume; h vio-
lin, whose sound waves emerge from an inte-
rior continuous with the exterior; a painting
by M. hanging on the wall, perhaps showing a

room in which wa11s recede behind a 61m of
paint, a layer of wallpaper, or a collection of
his paintings.

Back to Manhattan in day-time, and so to
bulky skyscrapers, which M. might see, in
pitiles daylight, as walled-up impassiviry and
urban alienation. M. passes through
Manhattan by daylight: "The sky begins after
the tenth storey, because the stonework is

already eaten up by the light. The light and
its reflections take the materiality from the
building. Seen from the street, the skyscraper
gives us the sensation of a gradation of tones
from the base to the top. The gradation of a

tone which evaporates in the sky, taking on
the softness of the celestial matter with which
it lnixes, gives the passer-by a feeling oflight-
ness which is completely unexpected by the
European visitor. This lightening, which cor-
responds to a Geling ofrelease, is quite bene-
ficial in counterbalancing the overwhelming
hyperactiviry of the ciry" (Flam I: 62).

Both the materiality of the buildings, and
the hyperactivity, are effectively mass as that
which overwhelnm. But the mass dissolves in
light: "The light and its reflections take the
materiality from the building." And the agi-
tation is not unthinkable: "You can think
very comfortabiy in a New York street,
which has become practically impossible in
our Parisian muddle."

Physical walls, which limit the space in
which one moves around, are literal walls.
And, at an imaginative angle, any literalism is t
wa1l to M. The wall is among the signs he
has invented: but ifa wall does not show signs
oflife,.the actual sign he invents is the disap-
pearing wall-as the literal wall disappears
behind the imaginatively decorated surfaces

such as wallpaper and paint. If one asks of
Robert Frost's 1ine, "Something there is that
doesn't love a wall," \Vhat is that something?,
the answer is, loue. Love doesn't love a wall.
"He who loves flies, runs, and rejoices; he is
free and nothing holds him back." What then
is the meaning or value of relations with peo-
ple within four walls?

If, among near family within one room-
The Painter's Family, L911,-one is in relation,
and if one is sincere, and sincerely loues the rela-
tion, then one is in rapport. kelations have no
material mass. so rdpport is harmonious interre-
lations to which mass is subsidiary, and before
which mass recedes. "Rapport is the affiniry
between things, the common language; rapport
is love, yes love./ Without rapport, without this
1ove, there is no longer any criterion ofobserva-
tion and thus there is no longer any work ofart"
(F1am I: 1,47). To bring anything into rapport is
to overyower inert mass, whether of his'ie[ lit-
eralism, materialism, hate, and even totalitarian-
ism like the massed Axis Block. Totalitarianism
is a wall, and is ultimately less powerful than the
non-material interrelations, the wholeness of an
aesthetic illusion, which, longer than any tyran-
ny, preserves the sincere intentions of the artist
to enter into loving rapport. M. has evidence at
hand: works ofart which have lasted longer than
any tyranny.

Sometimes for M. a sign is an image, like a

sailboat which is also an idea, and sometimes the
sign is a mark made with paint which can be
used to refer to a sailboat, hence to the idea a

sailboat conveys-as almost sheer surface, with-
out much physical mass, displacing a volume of
water in order to float. The sailboat in the dis-
tance can be included if it can be reached with
extensions of rapport as the dimensions of space
for imaginative life. M. says: "...that for me the
space from the horizon to the inside ofthe room
is continuous and that the boat which passes

lives in the same space as the familiar objects
around me: the wall around the window does
not create two worids..." (Flam I: 93). When
the space is not continuous, shutters are shut,
and any literal waves in the water are replaced
by the waves of a violin case,' and by the implied
waves of music'. Inteior tuith a Violin, 1,917-18.

When the exterior is in accord with the inte-
rior, doors are open, and a violin c"ase suffices:
Inteior trtith a Violin Case, 791,8-19. 'When the
sky looks turbulent, open shutters but closed
windows; and let the man standing belween
grids of tiles on the floor make waves of music
as he shouiders the clouds aside: Violinist at tlrc
Window, 1.918.

If the interior space is discontinuous with the
exterior space, then two events might occur in
one visual space, and M. will not allow that. If
one event is the foreground, and a different
event is over there, beyond that discontinuity,
then a painter would be'exposed.to incongruent
rhythms, incompatibie tempi, inconsistent
velocities. Any background event must be in
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rapport with the foreground event, which is
limited to objects and people who do not need
to be explained by any linear causality which
would lead out of the event along a temporal
continuum into the past.

The horizon stops where a different chronol-
ogy begins: thus the enclosed garden of a gold-
fish bowl is enviably a coherent unit of time
within curvatures of space. A German. Hans
Purrnran, botght Coldfish and Sculpture, 1912,
during World War I (1916), proving that he and
M. occupied a single event on their own plane.
Goldfish are looked at in meditative time in
Moroccdn Cdfe, 1912-13-where not only have
the men taken off their shoes, but M. has later
painted them out; no one is going anywhere
dressed like that-not if M. can help it. So near
horizons, meditations, goldfish-time, and love:
Serge Stschoukine: " 'The Arab Cafe' arrived in
good condition and I have placed it in my dress-
ing room. It is the picture which I love now
more than all the rest and I look at ir every day
for at least an hour" (Alfred Barr, Jr., Matkse:
147).

A clock-face and mechanically measured
divisions or intervals is parodied in a painting
which is a manifesto parodying those mechanical
theories of color that would measure color by
unilorm intervals like a metrononre mcasuring
waves of music: Still-li;t'e with pewter jug and pink
stdtuette,1910. A flat oval surface, with a reflec-
tion on a suface, without material mass, rotates
in an array of colors as an interplay of colors on
its surface. The oval is like a whimsical color-
clock, a capricious dial, or a musical metronome.
Para11els are found in M.'s choices among flow-
ers. One can, if one cares what time of day it is,
or what season, tel1 time of day or year by flow-
ers which bloom early or 1ate. But M. does not
paint the scheduled flowers such as day-1i1ies,
morning glories, moonflowers, four o'clocks, or
flowers which are blooming in season in Paris or
in Nice. ln Harmony in Reil, 1908, the fruit
trees outside are in spring bloom, while ripe
fruit frorn another season is being arranged
inside on a table.

M. uses thick-skinned fruits, slow ripening,
whose consumption can be postponed. He is
better, even as a young man, at painting a table
set with food which need not be consumed
immediately, than he is at painting food which
nright spoil. He loses his touch with paint when
he is not sincerely interested, and he is impatient
with. short interwals of time. Sinrilar\, a mea-
sured duration, like the annual return of a festi-
val, is too much like clockwork to evoke sincere
responses. He gamely paints festivals, making
the same mistake five times, with but one exam-
ple at MoMA: Festiual of Flowers,-1921. He
rouses his brush rnagnificently for Bastille Day in
Fleurs, -ll juillet, 191.9, a day which celebrates
the division of Power into smaller powers with a
more human scale. Of course he buys a painting
by Gustave Courbet, who was punished for
communally'destroying the Napoleonic column.

Henry Matisse, Darre /I),
8'6''." r 12'g',.,' oil on canvas, 1 909.

Collection The Museum of Modern Art.

Much of the lifetime work of M. aspires to
the condition of The Retl Studio, 1,91.1, with its
grandfather's clock, without hands, the face of
which is sectioned like a turtleshell (or like a
transom rotating over French windows in large
Inrerior, Nire, 1918-19. If M. immaterializ6s the
mass of walls, he is as ready to immaterialize a
corner where two walls meet. In The Red
Studio, the physical room is immaterialized into
the color which becomes its name-L'atelier
rouge. The color un-produces the wall by
becoming the surface of everything that could
be literal mass or rnassive literalism. The color
of the walls becomes the color of the surface of
the painting which represents no wa11s, but is
itself to be hung on a wall, as M.'s paintings
hang on the invisible wa1l in the painting. The
literal wa1ls and floor are annihilated into color,
but the paintings remain the very pictures of
themselves, and the sculptures, the plate, and an
imaginatively curvilinear chair survive the dema-
terialization into a red thought. The whole aes-
thetic illusion has its own lorce and its own inre-
rior accelerations as the curves and arabesques
pass their movements on to each other in
unending rapport. An arabesque is the longest
distance between two points consistent with
rational pleasures in not getting an),where very
quickly, and here even illusory arabesques hold
up while any literal and straight lines dissolve
with the walls.

Late in 1899, after he bought a painting by
C6zanne, M. was paid by the hour to paint
timeless 1aure1 leaves in the Grand Palais. On
this job, he Glt the exploitations of time which
occur when one's time becomes a commodity
to be bought and sold like bags of grain. Later,
he pays models for overtime on Sunday. The
unlairness and violation of rights which occur
when dilTerent prices are put on different peo-
p1e's time is a theme in lt bonheur de viure, 1905-
1906 and Pastoral,1906. The happiness ofliG is
when time is not measured mechanically in
equal intervals, and when no one's time is worth
more than anyone else's because time is price-
less, and because people are coordinating activi-
ties which consume time. The passage of time is
melsured by rhe length of a conversation. or a

song played on pipes, or by a dance. Within
such choreographies and orchestrations of time,
neither law nor ethics has had to begin, because
equal rights to one's own time and rhythm have
not been violated. M. was a lawyer, but after
showing signs of liG he changed himself into a
painter.

M.'s dancers are not choreographed by the
will of one individual who has the power to
impose uniform metronomic movements on the
people who dance. The dancers are competent
to coordinate their will-to-dance with the wills
of others: Dance I, 1,909, md elsewhere: "The
dancers hold each other by the hand, they run
across the room, and they wiqd around the peo-
ple who are standing around....Back at home, I
composed my dance on a canvas of four meters,
singing the same tune I had heard at the Moulin
de la Galette, so that the entire composition and
all the dancers are in harmony and dance to the
same rhythm" (Flam I: 138). The coordination
of uncoordinated wills in any dance represented
by M. is an image of the relations he needs; he
requires the will of another person such as a
model who is modeling time for him, but he
does not want perfect synchronization of the
wills, or he will not be sure that he is not merely
projecting an image out of his solitudes of self.

M.-at a hotel window, on horseback, in a

sailboat, in the Louvre-seeks to see only as far
as the farthest reach ofhis sincerely truthful rela-
tions, his rapports. Such is hisy'e/d. The anom-
aly of M.'s genius, and the energy in his master-
pieces, is that he brings a geometric rectangulari-
ty, like a piece of canvas, or a grid, into rapport
with arabesques. He brings the equal and indif-
Grent and abstract relations of measurable units
into rapport with the anomalous shapes of life,
thus juxtaposing and sometimes interweaving
arabesques and grids. When he thinks of the
systematic geometry, like a grid, as flat, like a
cloth smooth on a tab1e, he turns the cloth so
that it is seen to be sheer surface, without vol-
ume, and without inner depths. In M.'s hands,
a geometric regularity curves over a shape which
can move forward livingly, like the sailboat
which "lives in the same space with the familiar
objects around me." The familiar objects which
surround M., concentrically, are themselves
waves. He challenges himself to render the
energy oftheir curvilinearities within the rectan-
gularities of a canvas. But no systematic geo-
metric regularities are as systematic or as regular
as they used to be when M. finishes with them.

A gnd, a plaid coat, a checkerboard, riles on
a wall-a design which could be flatly unleav-
ened, without effervescence or delight, he
curves and tilts, yielding a further outcrop of
curves and filts. The apparent movement of one
curve sets in motion any corresponding curves.
When a reguiar geometric pattern responds to
culvatures, and bends, turning to show that it is
not a volume of mass, bijt a surface backed by
another surface, then the surface suggests the
shape of a saddle. With oil paint on flat rectan-
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Henri Matisse, The Snail (L'Erorgot),

9',+'!" x 9'5" souache on papier d6coup6, 1953.

Collection The Tate Gallery, London.

gular canvas, M. shoun flat surfaces which rum-
ple into complex spatial dimensions, with height
and length, but without dense mass. The curva-
ture of the surface, and the tilts, do not suggest
that the surface curves in response to the pres-
sure of any foundational physical depths behind
the surfaces. The curve of the fabric, or the
pineapple goblet, or the pineapple, has the visual
energy to pass its curwes on, as waves of water
urge each other forward. If this saddleback
shape begins to move forward slowly, as it does
when M- has learned how to hold his beliefi in a

paintbrush, then a suface of geometric regulari-
ties passes through three dimensions like a turtle
walking on a beach: Bathers with a Turtle, 1908.

The shell of a tortoise is a three-dimensional
surface, bounded with an edge iflooked at from
above. The pattern of geometric regularities is

on two back-to-back surfaces which curve in
lines of growth and life, in a pattern which is to
resemble the play of light on a surface. The tur-
tle's back is self-preserving, and simultaneously is
like a reckless self-expression which displays liG
upon its suface. The turtleback moves slow1y
within geometric regularities which curve with
the throbs and impulses of 1ife.

I am pointing to M. as a superb functionalist,
as in the photograph of him in a long narrow
boat cal1ed in English a "shell." The structures
of boats have evolved, lollowing the needs of
various functions, into a criterion of beauty
adapted to necessities, but then abstracted and
detached for disinterested contemplation. I
have accepted M. in the carapace of an automo-
bile, but until reading what I have written, I
have found Still LiJe u,ith Oysters, 1940, unac-
ceptable. Now, noting the lemons,-the sheils,
and rectangles tilting upward out of alignments,
I see the effect of the shells rotating from the
horizontal so that they are between me and the
wall, hence between me and the literalisms
which wall up the imagination. I have mis-
.judged, and see that if I trust the artist who is

using painting to teach himself to hold his
beliefs, then perhaps I s'hould learn to trust the
art more than my judgment of it.

Forry-five years after turtleback: The Snail,
1953. A snail shell bodies forrh the golden sec-
tion in a spiral which visibly closes on itself in
one direction, toward a point, and which visibly
opens in the other direction either too closed or
too open. M. is interested in a snail as a creature
which is not stopped by a wall, but which can
move over and animate the height and lengh of
a wall. So a wal1, of whatever mass, is rendered
into a field of movement, rather than an impedi-
ment to movement. As rough approximations
ofrectangles slide around a flat surlace in several
directions, the movement around the surface
moves the surface around. The slow-moving
snail, like saddle and turtle-shell, and even like a

violin, is a surface with two sides yet with no
dense mass inside-merely a clammy arabesque
of flesh. Its surface curves, and so moves
through three dimensions. The geometric regu-
larities of its surface, and of its spirals, move for-
ward to animate a literal wall with metaphors,
without hurrying to catch up with the clock.

M.'s criterion of his work is not an art-for-
art's-sake aestheticist's criterion: he saves, and
sometimes sells, some poor drawings. But when
he finds 200-odd drawings he made as a young
man, when the point was skil1 in rapidly sketch-
ing a recognizable likeness of a man falling from
a fourth storey window before he hit the
ground-he destroyed them. An example sur-
vives, Tfte Sweeper,1901.-02?, in one ofthe most
illuminating books on M.: John Elderfield, 7/re
Drawings of Heni Matisse.

Did M. care about hurrying? "Now, you
may think, like so many others, that my paint-
ings appear improvised, haphazardly and hur-
riedly composed" (F1am I: 173). He corrects
that lalse impression. He says to Rayrnond
Escholier in 1952, in words of the rarest self-dis-
covery and self-revelation: "'W'hen I found my
true path, I took fright, realizing that I could not
turn back. So I charged ahead into my work
with my head down, following the principle
that all my life I had understood by the words
'Hurry up!' Like my parents, I hurried along
with my work, pushed on by I don't know
what, a force that today I see as quite alien to
my normal liG as a man" (Flam II Heni Matisse:
a Retrospectiue: 22). On his true path, he does
not turn back, does not hurry forward, and does
not sutler the pains of pathlessness. He slows
down and moves forward by moving from side
to side. as though weaving curves into
arabesques by having them ansrverable to an
imaginary grid, and having the grid, or other
imposed rectilinearity, respond to the
arabesques.

M. paints in order to prove visually that the
surfaces displayed in events can canl in feeling
and meaning-without being the expression of
unfathomable depths on shallow surfaces. The
words which for me best sketch his philosophy I

quote from Eugene Schroeder, "Scientific
Description of Art"-frorn The Journal of Near
Eastern Studies.

Schroeder is brilliant on surfaces in relation
to depths-especially when a surface may have
nothing interesting or impoftant behind it. He
translates two iines, here slightly edited: "lnner
meaning we cannot see otherwise than in outer
appearance"; and "Whatever exists in the
Essence of the Other One comes to light." He
paraphrases both: "The surlace is all ofthe Inner
which can posibly concem us."

M. is acquainted with the "Near East," since
he has painted in Morocco, which means
"Westernmost." He went to Morocco for the
relations between surfaces and depths. He leams
to tum a suface to show that nothing is behind
it but its other side. Thus he proves that the
surface conceals no inner depths, or mysteries,
or secrets. Because in his experience he finds
that another surface is folded behind a visible
surface, M. does not think that "life" rs a secret
in an unavailable interior, but that "life" occurs
this side of massive depths, as movement on a

surface, or movement of a surface. When a sur-
face implies something concealed beneath it,
like the intentions of a satyr toward a sleeping
nymph, the problem is that the painting is too
deep, with too much behind the surfaces, like
too much thought and emotion buried in its
surface: Nymph and Saryr, 1908-09, guilty of
wrongful intent and bad timing. Looking at this
painting in this show, which is installed so wise-
1y in its deployment of paintings of wal1s on liter-
a1 walls, for this one painting I am aware of the
literal wall as a depth behind this self-deluding,
wal1ed-in painting.

M. desires and needs neither philosophy nor
history in books, because for him the shapes and
velocities. and the relations to an expansive tem-
poral event, are wrong. Philosophy to him is
prospective, knowing the truth in advance of
events, like light which comes from elsewhere
and leads elservhere. History, as religious histo-
ry. rurns around and looks straight back in order
to reinterpret a linear narrative ofhuman causal-
ities in the light of everlasting faith in God's
causal purposes. Instead, M. pioposes surfaces,
without depths, with events whose durations are
measured in dilations of light. Rapports upon a

surface are weighdess, while mass is like a dead
obstacle. M. achieves in the Chapel at Vence
"...Gelings ofrelease, ofobstacles cleared, so that
my chapel is not 'Brothers.we must die.' It is

rather'Brothers, we must iive!"' (Flam I: 140).
Thus, neither philosopher nor historian, and

no Faust, Matisse is a great seducer who coaxes
the passing instant into colorlul spatial dilations.
"Stay!," he says to the moment, "Stay! Thou art
so fair." And, wonderful to see-and-say, the
moment stays. n

V.S. Wilson last discrissed "rapport" in
"C6zanne's Rapport," Writers on Art,
Northpoint Pres, 1988.
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